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Markets	Recap
Global diversification showed its
strength in Q1 2017, as EM (10.8%),
Pacific (8.8%), and Euro Stocks (7.9%)
posted impressive gains. US Stocks
posted solid gains (5.8%), while a low
point came for Commodities (-2.3%).

decision of choosing an acceptable level of
volatility. An advisor cannot tell a client
what portfolio drawdown will cause them
to lose sleep and perhaps throw in the
towel.

The drawdown chart at the top of Figure 1
shows our Risk Level 2 (RL2) asset allocation
target (about 90% fixed income) versus Risk
Level 12 (RL12) which is about 14% fixed
income. Drawdowns forRL2 never exceeded
5% over the last 47 years. During the 2008
crisis, RL2 declined 4.7% for 9 months from
June 2008 to February 2009. By September
2009 RL2 was back to a new high. Contrast
this with RL12, which declined 46% from
November 2007 to February 2009 and did
not fully retrace its decline until April
2011. Investors with a RL12 target were
under waterfor 42months.
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Those enamored by the smoother ride
with the conservative portfolio must
remember that reducing risk comes
with a cost. Take a look at the growth
of $10,000 chart in the lower panel of
Figure 1. The RL2 target gives up
an average of 4 percentage points per
year of long-run compound return,
resulting in more than a $650,000
shortfall relative to RL12.
The Asset Allocation Booklet on our
website can help you see the
implications of various suggested
targets. This annually updated booklet
builds on this simple example to show a
broad range of tables and charts
showing risk and return information for
14 different risk levels, 7 different asset
classes, and inflation.Thenumber inthe

What Is Your Sleep Number?
We ask every Cape Ann Capital client to
commit to a long-term asset allocation
target. Investors who hire an advisor
without establishing a clear, stable
guidepost will inevitably have a difficult
time evaluating the success or failure of
their relationship. Investorswho will not
commit to a long-term asset allocation
target, in effect, have two targets. The
Dow or the S&P500 when stocks are
going up and bonds or cash when stocks
are going down. No advisor will keep
such a client happy because success will
require an uninterrupted string of
correct market timing decisions.
Committing to a long-term asset
allocation target is all about giving up
the fantasy that you will beable to side-
step risk. Once this illusion is overcome,
investorsmust make thevery personal
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name of each target refers to the
standard deviation (volatility). Risk Level
14 is fourteen times more volatile than
Risk Level 1. Each Risk Level target is
built around the mix of asset class
weights that have produced the highest
historical returns (47 years) for a given
level of risk. Please also note that these
models are suggestions and can be
customized.
The information in this book can
strengthen our relationship with our
clients by providing a mutual
understanding of future expectations
for what the portfolio should earn over
the long term, and what can be
expected during market downturns.
Once a target is chosen, the goal of
Cape Ann Capital is to construct a
portfolio of actively managed mutual
funds that beats that target after all
fees. We understand the short term
nature of the financial media spawns
temptation to make knee-jerk tactical
shifts in your target whenever the next
"sure thing" comes down the road.
Ultimately, we think this tends to do
nothing more than damage long-term
performance withneedless transaction costs.

Instead of sweating routinedrawdowns,
accepting the fact that volatility is the
inevitable cost to achieving higher long-
run returns will help our clients unlock
the effects of compounding, the most
powerful force in investing.

Figure 1:Drawdownand returns for conservative andaggressive portfolios (Source: Zephyr StyleAdvisor)
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